
 

 

 

 

 

Citrus Pension Plan - Implementation Statement  
Statement of Compliance with the Citrus Pension Plan’s Stewardship Policy for the year ending 31 

March 2022 

Introduction  

This is the Trustee’s Implementation Statement prepared in accordance with the requirements of the 

Occupational Pension Schemes (Investment and Disclosure) (Amendment) Regulations 2019. This 

statement sets out how the Trustee has complied with the Plan’s Stewardship Policy during the period from 1 

April 2021 to 31 March 2022 (the “2021/22 Plan Year”).   

Stewardship policy 

The Trustee’s Stewardship (voting and engagement) Policy sets out how the Trustee will behave as an active 

owner of the Plan’s assets which includes the Trustee’s approach to; 

o the exercise of voting rights attached to assets; and 

o undertaking engagement activity, including how the Trustee monitor and engage with their 

investment managers and any other stakeholders. 

The Plan’s Stewardship Policy is reviewed on an annual basis in line with the Plan’s Statement of Investment 

Principles (SIP) review which was last completed on 16/09/2021.    

You can review the Plan’s Stewardship Policy which can be found within the Plan’s Statement of Investment 

Principles, at https://www.citruspensions.co.uk/media/1200/statement-of-investment-principles-sip-2021.pdf  

The Trustee has delegated voting and engagement activity in respect of the underlying assets to the Plan’s 

investment managers. The Trustee believes it is important that their investment managers take an active role 

in the supervision of the companies in which they invest, both by voting at shareholder meetings and 

engaging with the management on issues which affect a company’s financial performance.  

The Trustee’s own engagement activity is focused on their dialogue with their investment managers which is 

undertaken in conjunction with their investment advisers. The Trustee considers manager exercise of their 

stewardship both during these meetings and through reporting provided by their investment adviser. 

The Trustee also monitors their compliance with their Stewardship Policy on a regular basis and are satisfied 

that they have complied with the Plan’s Stewardship Policy over the last year.  

Voting activity  

The Trustee seeks to ensure that their managers are exercising voting rights and where appropriate, to 

monitor managers’ voting patterns.   

The Plan obtains exposure to equity markets through its holdings in the LGIM synthetic equity mandate. The 

mandate, which is fully currency hedged, invests in derivatives to provide leveraged exposure to global equity 

https://www.citruspensions.co.uk/media/1200/statement-of-investment-principles-sip-2021.pdf
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markets. Given the mandate’s use of derivatives to obtain equity exposure, there are no direct voting rights 

associated with these holdings and thus we have not assessed the direct voting activity for this fund. 

The Plan disinvested from two diversified growth funds (BlackRock and Invesco), which had underlying 

investments in equity assets, in the first half of 2021. Given these mandates are no longer held by the Plan, 

we have not included a summary of their voting activity. The Plan is also invested in other asset classes such 

as fixed income, infrastructure, insurance linked securities and cash. However, these holdings do not 

generally confer voting rights, unlike equity holdings.   

Engagement Activity 

Summary of manager engagement activity 

The Trustee receives annual reporting on engagement activity carried out by the Plan’s managers with 

respect to the Plan’s underlying investments. The following table summarises the key engagement activity for 

the 12-month period ending 31 March 2022. 

Fund Manager Number of 

engagements 

Topics engaged on 

Insight - ABS 

funds 

50 Governance concerns and ESG constraints, environmental and 

social impact, environmental risk 

LGIM 7731 Climate change, public health, remuneration, gender diversity 

and LGIM’s Climate impact pledge, disclosures, and 

transparency 

M&G - Alpha 

Opportunities 

22 Net Zero, pollution and waste, data disclosure, natural resource 

use, governance, climate change, carbon targets and supply 

chain  

Alcentra - EDL 1282 Climate change, natural resource use, culture and ethics, board 

effectiveness and corporate reporting 

JP Morgan - IIF 19 Governance, culture, health and safety, leadership, and climate 

risk 

1 Total number of manager engagements for LGIM has been provided on a manager level, rather than specifically relating to the funds invested in by the Plan.  

2Total number of entities engaged with on a direct lending strategy level. 

Note that the above table excludes Coriolis ILS due to the nature of the asset class. Insurance-linked 

securities asset managers do not have any involvement at all in the underlying properties, therefore there is 

limited opportunity to engage.  
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The table below summarises a few case studies on managers’ engagement activity.  

Fund Manager Company Topics engaged on 

Insight Pepper Insight engaged with Pepper on their focus on environmental 

underwriting practices, strategy and governance. 

Through engagement with Pepper’s senior management, they have 

agreed that their environmental disclosures and metrics could be 

improved and will work to enhance how they gather and track 

environmental metrics for use in future disclosure. 

This is currently ongoing, and Insight will continue to monitor and assess 

the progress Pepper make. 

CVC - 

Cordatus 

Insight identified two material concerns through the credit research 

process including: 

- Governance and permitted investment activity within the CLO enabled 

the CLO manager undue freedom to run inappropriate levels of 

concentration risk within the structure.  

- ESG restrictions within the CLO were too wide.  Initial documentation 

permitted exposure to any obligor as long as under 50% of their 

revenues became problematic sectors. 

As a result of direct engagement, restrictions were tightened, leading to 

a stronger governance control over the permitted investment flexibility of 

the CLO manager and the CLO manager reduced the revenue limit for 

the problematic sectors from 50% to 5% in line with Insight’s 

requirements. 

LGIM Moderna LGIM’s investment and stewardship teams have been engaging with 

Moderna throughout 2021 to enhance corporate transparency. LGIM put 

pressure on the company to disclose how government financial support 

was influencing its vaccine-pricing decisions, going as far as filing a 

shareholder proposal to that effect. This escalation resulted in Moderna 

publishing the information, leading LGIM to feel sufficiently comfortable 

in withdrawing their shareholder resolution. LGIM will continue to push 

for increased transparency and disclosure in this area, and will work with 

Moderna, as well as its peers, on this important issue. 
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JP Morgan 

Chase 

A key engagement area for LGIM is climate, particularly with banks 

where Climate Impact Pledge rankings revealed them to be a laggard 

sector. Following multi-year engagement with JP Morgan Chase, the 

company has now made a commitment to Paris alignment across the 

financing of several high-emission sectors and the 2021 publication of 

interim targets to decarbonisation. Given JP Morgan is one of the largest 

global financiers across geographies, including emerging markets, LGIM 

will continue to monitor the bank’s progress in this area. 

M&G - Alpha 

Opportunities 

Fresenius 

Medical 

Care 

Over the Plan year, M&G Alpha Opportunities team focused 

engagement on environment issues such as climate change and 

pollution. 

The manager met with dialysis group Fresenius Medical Care to discuss 

expectations of the company, which included publishing scope 3 

emissions disclosure and targets, committing to publishing Science 

Based Targets verified by the SBTi, and providing additional disclosures 

in its regular reporting. 

It is currently in the process of working out detail on scope 3 emissions 

and will commit to achieving official validation once this has been 

assessed and included in targets. 

JP Morgan - IIF El Paso 

Electric 

JP Morgan engaged with the company to reduce their scope 1 and 

scope 2 emissions. Outcomes of this engagement include the continued 

addition of renewable and storage solutions to the company’s resource 

portfolio and replacing older, carbon- intensive assets with a 

combination of renewables and storage, supported by a flexible, highly 

efficient peaking facility. JP Morgan will continue to engage on these 

efforts and key dates and milestones have been set which will be 

monitored. 

Alcentra - EDL - Alcentra targets ESG engagement topics that are relevant for the 

specific business and ambitious but broadly achievable in the medium to 

long term. 

A key engagement theme for Alcentra is environmental impact 

reduction. To encourage portfolio companies to reduce their 

environmental impact, they have implemented ESG margin ratchets. 

These ESG margin rachets provide Alcentra, as a lender, a tangible 

means to set and promote ESG targets by offering discounts where 
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specific goals are achieved, particularly Climate Action (Sustainable 

Development Goal #13). To implement these mechanisms, Alcentra 

engage closely with the borrower's management team and owners to 

understand the important Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the 

specific business and then set meaningful targets for improvement. 

Overall, the Trustee and its advisors remain satisfied that the Engagement policies of the managers remain 

suitable for the Plan. 

Review of policies 

The Trustee has committed to reviewing the investment managers’ Engagement policies on an annual basis 

as part of the Plan’s Stewardship Policy review. Over the year, the Trustee was also committed to develop its 

understanding of Responsible Investment (“RI”) issues and their potential impact for the Plan. In August 

2021, the Trustee attended training on RI and climate change arranged by their investment advisor. In 

December 2021, the Trustee completed a Responsible Investment questionnaire and attended a RI Beliefs 

training session covering key environmental, social and corporate governance (“ESG”) considerations for the 

Plan, including climate risk. 

The Trustee is in the process of establishing a Responsible Investment policy for the Plan, including relevant 

investment beliefs and policies. The RI policy will consider the managers’ broader approach to Responsible 

Investment issues in addition to expanding the Plan’s approach to Stewardship and Engagement.   

 


